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ABSTRACT The deformation behavior of certain biologic macromolecules is modeled by the “sticky chain,” a freely jointed
chain with weak bonds between subsequent joints. Straining the chain leads to thermally assisted breaking of the weak
bonds, yielding a characteristic shape of the force-elongation curve, usually with a pronounced plateau, but sometimes
displaying a pseudo-Hookean behavior over a wide range of deformations. The number of individual links is assumed to be
large, so the stochastic time evolution of the individual events can be approximated by a differential equation. The cases of
individual and collective bond breaking are treated and formulae given for various measurable quantities. A threshold strain
rate is found, below which the deformation force no longer depends on the deformation velocity. The method is applied to
experimental results for the deformation of single molecules like titin or DNA and the results agree with the parameters
deduced from the same experiments by the original authors using Monte Carlo (MC) calculations. Despite its intrinsic
continuous character, the model, therefore, is applicable even for the deformation of macromolecules with only a few discrete
unfolding elements, yielding physical quantities from experimental results using simple formulae instead of a host of MC
computations.
INTRODUCTION
Macromolecules forming biologic materials (polypeptides,
polysaccharides, and others) share a most interesting fea-
ture, a pronounced tendency toward forming second- and
higher-order structures. Rarely if ever the secondary struc-
ture of such molecules is the standard configuration of large,
multiply articulated polymer molecules, the random coil,
but nearly always a regularly coiled-up or folded configu-
ration. The most important of the possible configurations
are the helical and the globular structures, whereas the
configuration within a globule may consist of -sheets. The
folded structures are stabilized by weak bonds (hydrogen
bridges, hydrophobic interactions, etc.), which, in spite of
their individual weakness, are quite effective due to their
number, but can be severed rather easily one by one. Folded
structures may be coupled together by linker elements with-
out a pronounced secondary structure, like, e.g., in the string-
of-pearls structure found in titin (Kellermayer et al., 1998).
Now the fast-growing bulk of mechanical experiments on
single molecules (see, e.g., reviews by Strick et al., 2000;
Bustamante et al., 2000; Smith, 2000; Carrion-Vazquez et
al., 2000; Zlatanova et al., 2000) shows a rich variety of
force-elongation diagrams, many of them displaying quite
distinctive plateaus—a constant or slightly rising force over
a wide range of strain—resembling the transformation plas-
ticity of, e.g., shape memory alloys. Likewise, the “yield” of
a stressed macromolecule with a folded configuration can
frequently be reversed: when the external stress is removed,
the molecule, after a certain time, may return to its native
state and the experiment can be repeated with identical
results (Smith et al., 1999; Cluzel et al., 1996). This pseudo-
reversible behavior may be reversible in the thermodynamic
sense (at infinitely low speed of deformation, the “down”
force-elongation curve is expected to follow the “up”
curve), but, at finite speed, this is no longer necessarily true
and a hysteresis develops. It is now generally explained by
unfolding and refolding of the molecule (or parts of it, e.g.,
titin) under test and has been modeled using various meth-
ods: Molecular Dynamics (MD, Rohs et al., 1999; Lu and
Schulten, 1999; Lu et al., 1998), diverse theories of phase
transitions (Zimm and Bragg, 1959; Strick et al., 1999;
Cluzel et al., 1996), and MC (Oberhauser et al., 1998; Rief
et al., 1999). Each method has its own advantages and
shortcomings. MD, e.g., can only tackle very short times,
phase transition methods are obviously only applicable to
collective deformation, and MC suffers from the problem
that the input parameters are not known a priori. But no
comprehensive theoretical treatment seems to exist yet.
Therefore, we introduce a compact model for a folded
chain, the “sticky chain,” which is basically a freely jointed
chain with weak bonds between subsequent joints. In the
following, complications arising from tertiary structures
such as supercoiling (Strick et al., 1996, 1998; Marko and
Siggia, 1995) are explicitly excluded. The fundamental
equations governing our model are developed in The Basic
Model, and some typical results of force-elongation curves
are given in Results. Because there are good reasons to
assume that the deformation of folded macromolecules may
be a collective phenomenon, both basic equations and re-
sults are given for individual (random) breaking of the weak
bonds and for collective behavior. An important result is the
existence of a threshold strain rate, below which the defor-
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mation force no longer depends on the deformation veloc-
ity. The section, Closed Form Solutions, shows how to
extract formulae for various easily measurable quantities;
they are compiled in the Appendix. In Application to Ex-
periments these formulae are applied to experimental results
for biological macromolecules such as titin, DNA, and
others, and the physical parameters thus derived compared
with results of MC calculations given by the original au-
thors. A short summary is given in the Conclusion.
The model considerations quite deliberately start from a
ground state of the chain, the straight configuration, which
is, strictly speaking, physically impossible, because to re-
move entropy completely, infinite energy has to be spent.
But the review articles cited above show that 1) the entropic
kinking superimposed on the secondary structure of macro-
molecules can be perfectly modeled by the worm-like chain
model, choosing appropriate values for the model parame-
ters persistence length and contour length, and that 2) in
many cases a very small stress is sufficient for the molecule
to be stretched to near its contour length. Therefore, for
practical purposes, the entropic elasticity can be easily sub-
tracted by a suitable choice of the origin of the deformation
scale. This view has been verified by numerical simulations
including entropic elasticity (not shown).
THE BASIC MODEL
The basis of the model proposed is shown in Fig. 1, upper
part. Bold lines denote the backbone of the chain and thin
lines the weak bonds between subsequent joints. It is as-
sumed that the joints themselves impose no restrictions to
motion, so the rupture of a weak bond immediately leads to
stretching of the respective -shaped link; effects of inertia
are neglected. Please note that the (angled) chain links are
only meant symbolically, i.e., to visualize a system of
elements in tandem that can individually exist in one of two
states, a shorter one (energetically favored), and an ex-
tended one. In particular, the angled chain links are not
representations of any configuration found in nature.
A schematic drawing of the energy landscape associated
with a single chain link under a force F is shown in Fig. 1,
lower part, where a number of important parameters are
defined. In the undisturbed (folded) state the link rests in the
leftmost potential minimum with a local depth ofV0. This
position is furthermore considered as the origin of the
x-(deformation)coordinate. The potential around this mini-
mum is assumed to be harmonic with an elastic constant k
connected with V0 and the potential width xE by
V0 12 kxE
2. (1)
If the link manages to get out of this potential minimum,
either by applied stress or by thermal excitation, the link
elongates by an amount of L into the second minimum.
From this position, it may return into the original minimum
(refolding), or, again by applied stress or thermal excitation,
exit into a position x  L  xB, which means irreversible
fracture, a case we will not consider in this paper. Because
the second potential is due to deformation of the strong
backbone bonds of the chain, it is characterized by a well
depth of V1  V0 (not drawn to scale!) and width xB,
connected by an elastic constant ,
V1 12 xB
2 . (2)
The applied force, F, is the inclination of the x axis with respect
to the horizontal. It lowers the exit point of the ground state
potential by F  xE, the second minimum by F  L.
Let us consider a chain of length L0, composed of a total
of N units of length b0 each, out of which N units are in the
folded state (in the following, all quantities referring to the
folded state will be denoted by the index ). Then the rate
equation for N is, according to the model of strain-assisted
bond breaking (Bell, 1978),
dN
dt v0e
FxE/RTNeV0/RT N N	eFL/RT
, (3)
where v0 is the usual attempt rate. We assume N and N to
be large numbers so that the intrinsically stochastic charac-
ter of unfolding and refolding of single links is smeared out
and a differential equation can be used.
If  denotes the dimensionless strain, L/L0, then the
applied force F is connected to  by
F
Nb0 N0 N	L
N/k	 N N	/
. (4)
FIGURE 1 Upper part, symbolic representation of the Sticky Chain.
Lower part, energy landscape associated with a single link defining some
of the parameters used. For detailed description, see text.
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Here, N0 denotes the equilibrium number of folded links at
F  0, which is derived from Eq. 3 with dN/dt  0,
N0eV0/RT N N0	 0. (5)
Eq. 4 is simply Hooke’s law for N elements with elastic
constant k in tandem with (N  N) with . If the strain 
is time-dependent, so is, of course, F, so is N. For the rest
of this paper, we will assume that the time-dependence of 
is linear, i.e., that   ˙  t, or, for more complicated cases,
that the time-dependence of  can be composed from parts
with individually constant ˙. This corresponds to the usual
experimental conditions, where the testing device runs at
constant speed.
Because the model has no intrinsic length scale, we can
reduce it to dimensionless parameters: 
  V0/RT, 
0 
e
,   b0/xE,   L/b0,   /k, the normalized strain
rate   ˙/v0, and the dimensionless time   v0t. The
dimensionless force, , is given by F  kb0  (2RT/xE)

, using Eq. 1. To avoid confusion with the elastic
constants k and , the gas constant is denoted by R. The
fraction of folded links with and without stress is f  N/N
and f0  N0/N, respectively. For the application of the
model to experimental results, another parameter turns out
to be important, the rate parameter 
R  v0e
. Its recip-
rocal value is the mean life time of a folded link without a
force acting on the chain.
Using these parameters, Eqs. 3 and 4 yield
df
d e
2
f
0 1 f	e2

2
, (6)
 
  f0 f	
f	 1 f	/
. (7)
Now these basic equations for the sticky chain model are
derived under the tacit assumption that the potential gov-
erning the unfolding of any link is independent of the state
of the neighboring links. Let us call this “individual” bond
breaking. This is probably true for string-of-pearls struc-
tures, but, especially for helical configurations, it is not a
good description. In an 
 helix, e.g., the stabilizing H bonds
are not between adjacent monomers, but rather from mono-
mer n to n  3, so, to start a helix, it takes at least three
monomers in the correct position before the fourth one
experiences a weak bond stabilizing the first turn of the
helix. From then on, each monomer adjacent to the already
completed helical portion of the molecule can add one weak
bond and, therefore, is subject to a potential according to
Fig. 1. This is a typical collective behavior and has therefore
been modeled in the literature with typical collective mod-
els, e.g., the Zimm–Bragg model (Zimm and Bragg, 1959).
Now, collective behavior usually introduces a host of prob-
lems, but, fortunately, not here. Because the unfolding of a
single link in the interior of an otherwise well-ordered helix
involves the fracture of a number n  1 (e.g., n  4) weak
bonds, its probability is pn  exp(nV0/RT)  (p1)n, which
can be safely neglected compared to the probability of
unfolding a link adjacent to one or more links already
unfolded, p1  exp(V0/RT), which may well be of the
order of 0.1. We shall therefore assume that helices only
unfold in positions adjacent to already unfolded links, be-
ginning at the obvious starting points, the ends of the helix.
An MD simulation confirming this view is given by Rohs et
al. (1999). Therefore, Eq. 6 need only be slightly altered:
instead of the fractions of links that can be unfolded or
refolded, f and (1  f), respectively, the constant fraction
of links adjacent to already unfolded links, 2/N, enters, and
the rate equation for collective behavior thus reads
df
d e
2

2
N 
0 e
2
2
. (8)
For the sake of completeness, if the macromolecule consid-
ered consists of several folded subunits linked together by
linker elements without a secondary structure, the factor 2 in
Eq. 8 has to be replaced by 2u, with u the number of
subunits.
Eq. 7 remains untouched, only the meaning of f0 has to be
reconsidered: in the case of individual bond breaking, it is
the equilibrium fraction of folded links without stress, given
by Eq. 5. Because the term in parenthesis in Eq. 8 now does
not contain f, another approach has to be taken. Consider
a perfect helix of N links: unfolding the first or last link
increases the energy of the system by V0, unfolding a second
link (either adjacent to the first one or starting at the other
end of the helix) again increases the energy by V0, and so
on. Unfolding of an isolated link is ruled out. The proba-
bility of a helix with n (out of N) unfolded links is pn 
exp(n  V0/RT) and its folded length N n. A little algebra
then yields the mean length of a chain in equilibrium with-
out acting force to be N  N  1/(1  p1). If p1 
exp(V0/RT) 1, then f0 N/N 1 1/N, for the long
chains mainly considered here, therefore, f0  1.
RESULTS
The equations implicitly defining the force-elongation dia-
gram of the model, Eqs. 6 and 7 for individual, or 8 and 7
for collective bond breaking, can easily be solved numeri-
cally, and some typical diagrams are given in Figs. 2 and 3.
Because, as stated above, the real-world force, F, is con-
nected to the model force, , by F  (2RT/xE)
, where
2RT/xE is the scale factor connecting the model with the real
world, model results are displayed as 
 versus .
Model parameters used for the diagrams are: For the bond
energy of weak bonds, values between a few hundredths up
to a few tenths of an electron volt are given in textbooks,
depending, among other factors, on the chemical environ-
ment. Therefore, the range of 
  2–10 was considered.
Lower values seem unrealistic because then the fraction of
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spontaneously broken links is improbably high, values
larger than 10 yield no qualitatively new information. For
the various ratios, on which the results do not depend
strongly,   12,   0.5, and   2 were chosen more or
less arbitrarily, and N  1000 for the collective case. The
parameter defining the time scale, v0, cannot, at the mo-
ment, be estimated properly, values given in the literature
for, e.g., the time constants for the coiling of polypeptides,
vary over many orders of magnitude, depending on a host of
factors, e.g., the surrounding medium (Klimov and Thirum-
alai, 1997). Therefore, the parameter in the diagrams drawn
is the model deformation rate, . Results for the case of
individual bond breaking, using Eq. 6, are given in Fig. 2 for
various values of 
 and ; the corresponding diagrams for
collective behavior, using Eq. 8, are shown in Fig. 3. The
strong dependence of the force on the potential depth, 
, is
FIGURE 2 (A) Calculated model
force 
 versus strain  for the case
of individual bond breaking at equi-
librium. Parameter 
  V0/RT. (B)
Calculated model force 
 versus
strain . Rate dependence of the
model force for individual bond
breaking and 
  11. The parameter
is the model strain rate, .
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as expected for a thermally activated process, also the
logarithmic dependence on the strain rate.
However, interestingly, there is a threshold strain rate,
th, at which the strain-rate dependence of the deforma-
tion stress ceases abruptly and is replaced by a universal
curve, labeled eq for equilibrium. This is a little counter-
intuitive, because, from a thoughtless application of ther-
mally assisted bond breaking, one would expect the log-
arithmic dependence of the force on the deformation
speed to hold down to arbitrary low speeds. But this
would only be true if refolding could be neglected totally.
Therefore, the equilibrium force-elongation curve may be
considered to represent the “correct” or intrinsic tensile
strength of the molecule.
FIGURE 3 (A) Calculated model
force 
 versus strain  for the case
of collective bond breaking at equi-
librium. Parameter 
  V0/RT. (B)
Calculated model force 
 versus
strain . Rate dependence of the
model force for collective bond
breaking and 
  11. The parameter
is the model strain rate, .
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All curves, except for very low bond strengths 
, show a
pronounced plateau, where the stress is slowly rising with
strain for individual (Fig. 2) or constant for collective bond
breaking (Fig. 3). This is the proper bond-breaking region
after the initial Hookean incline. Only for very low 
 and
individual bond breaking, this plateau vanishes and is re-
placed by a more or less featureless pseudo-Hookean almost
straight line. Finally, at the rightmost of the diagram, all
curves show a very steep incline, caused by the Hookean
stretching of the backbone bonds after (nearly) all weak
bonds have been broken and the molecule has adopted the
most stretched-out configuration possible. In this region, the
gradient of the model force-elongation curve is 
,
whereas it is 
 at the beginning, according to the different
elastic constants of backbone and weak bonds, respectively.
CLOSED FORM SOLUTIONS
Some of the main features of Figs. 2 and 3 can be calculated
or estimated analytically. From these calculations, a number
of formulae are derived, which are compiled in the Appen-
dix, permitting a comfortable derivation of physical param-
eters from experimental data. Because the dependence of
the stress on f is weak for individual and nonexistent for
collective bond breaking, we shall retain this dependence
only in a few selected cases and confine ourselves generally
to the center point of the bond-breaking region, f  1⁄2. In
this case, Eqs. 6 and 8 and all derived from them can be
written in a common, generalized form as
df
d e
2

1
G 
0 e
2
2
, (9)
with G : 2 for individual bond breaking and f  1⁄2,
whereas G : N/2 for the collective case.
Let us first consider the case of infinitely slow deforma-
tion,  3 0. In this case, there is equilibrium at any time,
df/d  0, meaning that the term in parenthesis in Eqs. 6
or 8, respectively, equals zero,
f
0 1 f	e2

2eq 0 (10)
for individual bond breaking at arbitrary f, and

0 e2

2eq 0 (11)
for individual bond breaking at f  1⁄2 and for the collec-
tive case.
From Eqs. 10 and 11, the equilibrium (model) force, eq,
can be determined. For individual bond breaking (Eq. 10)
eq is a function of f, and insertion of eq and f into Eq.
7 yields . Thus the curves labeled eq are derived. For
collective bond breaking (Eq. 11), f does not enter the
formula, therefore the equation only determines the plateau
value of eq. From these considerations formulae A1–A3
are derived.
Once bond breaking has started, it is the dominant mech-
anism. Therefore, in this region, df/d  /. Inserting
this into Eq. 9 yields



1
G e
2

0 e2

2
. (12)
To calculate the stress in the region of high deformation
rate, we split  into two contributions: the equilibrium stress
plus the rate-dependent part,
  eq	 . (13)
Using the fact that eq is the solution of Eq. 11 yields an
equation for ,



1
G e

/e2

01 e2

2. (14)
For unfolding   eq, i.e.,   0, so if only 
2  1,
we can neglect the second term in the parenthesis, meaning
that the refolding rate is negligible compared to the unfold-
ing rate. This yields, after some algebra, formulae A4–A4c.
Now let us consider the lower part of Figs. 2 and 3,
corresponding to refolding. Suppose we have unfolded a
chain up to a certain point on the right-hand Hookean line
and then reverse the testing device. If we do so with a model
strain rate, , low enough, we just follow the line eq down
to the origin. If, however, we use a larger value of , the
stress is lower than its equilibrium value, according to the
rate equations, Eqs. 6 and 8. Formally, this may even lead to
negative forces if the refolding rate of the chain cannot keep
pace with the unloading rate, but this case has to be ruled
out because one cannot push a chain, it just goes slack.
Again we can calculate the strain-rate dependence of the
stress in this regime, starting from Eq. 13. In contrast to
unfolding, now   0. Therefore, if 
2  1 the second
term in the parenthesis of Eq. 14 now dominates, leading to
formulae A5–A5c. The condition above, that one cannot
push a chain, is reflected in Eqs. A6 and A6a. Given the
fulfillment of condition A6a, the difference of stresses be-
tween unfolding and refolding at identical ˙ is given by Eq.
A7. From this difference and the logarithmic dependences
A4c and A5c, the threshold strain rate, ˙th, the upper limit of
˙ for equilibrium, can be derived. It is given by A8. For-
mulae A1–A9, or their counterparts in terms of dimension-
less parameters, have been checked against numerical solu-
tions and found to agree perfectly.
APPLICATION TO EXPERIMENTS
Extension experiments on single polymer molecules are
done nowadays rather routinely, a selected few of them shall
be evaluated using the formulae of the Appendix.
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DNA
Measured force-elongation curves of Fig. 2 A of Cluzel et
al. (1996) agree perfectly with calculated curves of this
paper after mental subtraction of the entropic elasticity.
They show a marked horizontal plateau, indicating collec-
tive unfolding. The strain rates given by the authors, 1 and
10 m/sec, equivalent to ˙ 0.066 and 0.66 with their L0
15.1 m, show no effect whatsoever on the stress, so even
the higher deformation rate lies within the equilibrium
range. Thus A3 can be applied yielding V0  0.122 eV,
therefore 
  4.7. This is in reasonable agreement with the
parameter used by Cluzel et al., 8.4 kJ/mol per bp, equiva-
lent to 
  3.37. Furthermore, Strick et al. (1999) give an
elastic stiffness of the DNA molecule derived from the
deviation of the deformation from the worm-like chain
model near the onset of bond breaking, S  1 nN. This
value is corroborated by Smith et al. (1996) and Noy et al.
(1997). From it, and using the textbook value for b0, 0.34
nm (Kreutzig, 2000; Smith et al., 1996), we can derive an
elastic k(S  k  b0) and, with Eq. 1, estimate xE  0.115
nm. Because ˙  0.66 obviously is an equilibrium defor-
mation rate, let us assume the minimum threshold value for
the rate dependence of the force to be ˙th  1. We use b0
above to convert Cluzel et al.’s L0 into the number of
basepairs (links), N 44.4 103, and then insert this N (via
G), and the textbook value L  0.27 nm (Kreutzig, 2000;
Smith et al., 1996) into A8, to obtain a minimum value of
the rate parameter, 
Rmin 3785. Now this value, suggesting
a lifetime for an intact link of only 0.26 ms, seems impos-
sibly high, but this conclusion would be erroneous. Because
the deformation is collective, 
R only describes the fluctu-
ation of the first (or last) link of the chain whereas links well
within the chain feel the collective potential. Cluzel et al.,
e.g., use in their calculation a collective unfolding potential
about three times V0, this would result in a lifetime for a
middle link of a few seconds, still very low, but then DNA
is not a protein designed for mechanical stability but to store
and reproduce information, and for the reproduction of the
stored information it is necessary to straighten the Watson–
Crick helix so it can be split and the sequence read. Thus a
low mechanical stability of the helix might even be useful,
as suggested, e.g., by Leger et al. (1998).
Finally, let us recheck the validity of the initial assump-
tions: 1) If the deformation of DNA were not collective,
then the plateau would not be horizontal but inclined, and
from the inclination b0 could be estimated using Eq. A2.
Now, indeed the plateau of the measurements of Cluzel et
al. (1996) is not exactly horizontal, but the height difference
between start and end of the plateau is approximately 3–10
pN, depending on how the line interpolating the experimen-
tal data is drawn, this yields b0  1.6–6.4 nm, far beyond
the textbook value cited above. So this possibility is ruled
out. 2) If the strain rates used were not in the equilibrium
range, we should expect a strain rate dependence of the
force according to Eq. A4c. With the data given, this would
yield a difference F(˙, 10 ˙) 70 pN, far too much to hide
in experimental scatter. So this possibility is ruled out, too.
However, there remains an unexplained detail of the mea-
sured force-extension curves. Bustamante et al. (2000) show
an extension curve of DNA where the plateau seems to be
absolutely horizontal, whereas the measurements of Smith
et al. (1996), in accordance to Cluzel et al. (1996), show a
slightly inclined plateau, but, again, the b0 derived from it is
unrealistic. In addition, under the influence of a changed
chemical environment, the plateau is markedly smeared out
at the beginning and at the end. Now, the change in plateau
heights under the influence of varying chemistry can be
understood as a chemical influence on V0, but the pro-
nounced smearing-out is beyond our model.
Titin, tenascin
Rief et al. (1997) report the reversible unfolding of titin
immunoglobulin (IG) domains. Their force-elongation
curve shows discrete serrations corresponding to discrete
events of IG “barrels” unfolding one by one superimposed
on a gradually rising background. Similar phenomena are
shown by Oberhauser et al. (1998) for tenascin.
Both these molecules are of the string-of-pearls type,
consisting of pearls of IG or fibronectin III (FNIII), respec-
tively, and linkers in between. Although here, obviously,
only a rather small number of large structures is unfolded,
we shall try and apply the formulae derived for continuous
deformation. Before doing so, however, we have to consider
the role of the linkers. The strain rate ˙  (1/L0)(dL/dt),
which plays such a dominant role in all formulae outside the
equilibrium regime, denotes the deformation rate of the
actually unfolding elements, so we have to determine, or at
least estimate, the part of the deformation (rate) stemming
from the linkers and, if necessary, subtract it. Now both the
IG and FN III structures are tertiary structures held together
by hydrogen bridges (Carrion-Vazquez, 2000; Lu and
Schulten, 1999), commonly considered as weak and soft,
whereas the linkers are covalently bound backbones con-
sidered strong and stiff. This view is corroborated, e.g., by
Noy et al. (1997) reporting a seven-fold increase of the
elastic modulus of DNA after the unfolding transition, com-
pared to the modulus before. In the following, we shall
therefore assume that the macroscopic deformation (rate) is
mainly caused by deformation of the IG or FN III domains
and neglect the contribution of the linkers. That means we
take L0  N  b0, with b0 being the distance of the points
where the linkers couple to the IG or FN III domains, i.e.,
the N–C distance of Lu and Schulten (1999) or Paci and
Karplus (2000). This b0 is given for tenascin FN III domains
as 3.6 nm (Leahy et al., 1992) and assumed approximately
the same for titin IG domains. L0 therefore differs markedly
from any values of contour lengths derived from the appli-
cation of a worm-like chain model.
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Titin
Most laudably, Rief et al. (1997) measured the stretching
force of titin over almost three decades of strain rate, from
their linear interpolation we deduce, using Eq. A4c, xE 
0.27 nm. This is in perfect agreement with the data used by
the authors for their MC simulation, which gave the best fit,
xE(Rief)  0.30 nm. Additional data used are: b0  3.6 nm
(see above), L  28 nm (Rief et al., 1997), L0  10b0 
36 nm, yielding: deformation rate 1 m/sec equivalent to ˙
 27.8. With these data, Rief et al.’s interpolation line and
Eq. A4b, we arrive at 
R 3.7 105, again agreeing with
Rief et al.’s data and also with Carrion-Vazquez et al.
(2000). The continuum model seems to yield perfect results
even for this case of only a few unfolding elements, if only
mean force values are inserted. Because nothing is known
about v0, 
 cannot be determined. But if we insert v0  5 
1012, which may be safely assumed to be an absolute
maximum value, we arrive at 
  39.5, which, again, is in
perfect agreement with the value k  10 RT/Å2, equivalent
to 
  39.2, chosen for the MD simulation of Lu and
Schulten (1999), albeit without any reasons given. Finally,
we estimate ˙th. Using Eq. A8 yields ˙th  2.09  104
equivalent to 7.5  106 m/sec. As can be seen, this ˙th
depends weakly (  100) on 
, of which only an upper
limit is known (and used), therefore it is an upper limit. The
corresponding maximum value of the equilibrium force is
Feq  5.8 pN. Both the values of ˙th and Feq are rather low
and therefore not easily accessible experimentally, but show
that even Rief et al.’s lowest deformation rate was almost
three decades above the maximum equilibrium strain rate,
so all their experiments were done far in the strain-rate
dependent force region.
Last, here again is an interesting contradiction. The MD
simulation of Lu and Schulten (1999), done for a much
higher deformation rate, not only yields much higher forces,
but also a completely different rate dependence. Applying
Eq. A4c to their simulation yields xE  0.0097 nm instead
of 0.27 nm, which is clearly inacceptable.
Tenascin
Oberhauser et al. (1998) measured the unfolding force of
tenascin, also over more than two decades of strain rate.
From their interpolation xE  0.28 nm can be derived,
identical to titin in accordance to the similarity of the FN III
blocks with IG. Also the data for b0 and L are identical.
Unfortunately, in this case, the atomic force microscope
(AFM) picked up random segments of the molecule, so it is
not possible to correlate pulling speeds and contour lengths
exactly to calculate ˙, this may at least partly account for the
scatter in the F versus ˙ diagram given. Let us assume that
the repeated unfolding diagrams of Fig. 3 of Oberhauser et
al. (1998) describe seven domains of FN III (the number of
unfolding events) deformed at 0.01 m/sec, i.e. L0  25.2
nm and ˙  0.40. Then the mean unfolding force, F  68.5
pN, with Eq. A4b yields 
R  9.9  104, while Ober-
hauser et al. assume 
R  4.6  104. With this 
R we
estimate ˙th  5.86  103; with this estimate, even the
lowest deformation speed used, 0.01 m/sec, is well above
the threshold, in accordance with the marked rate depen-
dence of the force.
Unfortunately, it is at the moment not possible to use the
information contained in the reported refolding speeds. Rea-
sons for this are that forces in the refolding range are very
low and hard to distinguish from zero plus fluctuations, and
that refolding may be slowed down by a host of geometric
effects, misalignment, etc., described in the literature, see,
e.g., Kurzynski (2000), Zhou and Karplus (1999) or Klimov
and Thirumalai (1997).
Spectrin
Unfolding forces of spectrin were measured by Rief et al.
(1999) and again show a marked rate dependence. Without
any knowledge of geometrical parameters, the application
of Eq. A4c to the measured forces yields xE  1.59 nm,
5–6 times the value of titin and tenascin. This interesting
discrepancy is in perfect agreement with Rief et al.’s result
and its physical significance is discussed by the authors.
Assuming b0  10 nm (Yan et al., 1993; Paci and Karplus,
2000), L  31.7 nm (Rief et al., 1999) and L0  12 units
of b0 each, the deformation speeds result in ˙  6.67 and
0.667 respectively. Then the deformation force at ˙  6.67,
F  32.5 pN, yields, with Eq. A4b, 
R  1.44  105,
similar to titin. However, due to the lack of information on

, and the low   20, here we cannot apply Eq. A8 to
extract the threshold strain rate. Also the information con-
tained in the refolding times cannot, at the moment, be
evaluated for the reasons given above.
CONCLUSION
A simple model for the deformation of macromolecules on
the basis of the unfolding of certain domains is presented. In
addition to reproducing some characteristic features of ex-
perimental data, such as the plateau of the force-elongation
curve or the logarithmic dependence of the pulling force on
the pulling speed, it discloses the fact that there is a rather
well-defined strain rate, below which the force does not
depend on the deformation rate any more. Closed form
solutions are given that permit a simple derivation of phys-
ical parameters from measured quantities. With the aid of
these formulae, force measurements on macromolecules are
evaluated, using a pocket calculator, and the results thus
derived agree perfectly with parameters derived by the
original authors using lengthy and time-consuming MC
calculations plus parameter fitting. Most surprisingly, the
model formulae yield good results even for the case of only
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few unfolding domains, e.g., for titin, in spite of the intrinsic
continuum character of the model, provided that mean de-
formation forces are input. Moreover, in some cases, addi-
tional information can be derived, or, at least, estimated.
Thus the model presented is a valuable aid for the simple
evaluation of experiments involving the stretching and un-
folding of certain macromolecules. Because the model lacks
any built-in length scale, it may also be applied to defor-
mation phenomena at higher hierarchical levels than the
molecular one.
APPENDIX: FORMULAE
Please note that all formulae containing f explicitly are valid for individ-
ual bond breaking at that value of f. For these cases, formulae for the
collective case do not exist. Formulae not containing f are valid both for
individual bond breaking at f  1⁄2 and collective bond breaking. If the
formulae for the two cases differ, the parameter G is used G : 2 for
individual bond breaking at f  1⁄2, and G : N/2 for the collective case.
Equilibrium
Feqf	
V0
L	
RT
b0
ln
1 f
f
(A1)
Feqf1 , f2 	
RT
b0
ln
1 f1 	f2
f1 1 f2 	
(A2)
Feq
V0
L (A3)
Nonequilibrium
Unfolding
F˙, f	
RT
xE
ln ˙  ln   ln 
R ln f
 (A4)
Ff1 , f2 	
RT
xE
ln
f2
f1
(A4a)
F˙	
RT
xE ln ˙ 	 ln G  ln 
R (A4b)
F˙1, ˙2	
RT
xE
ln
˙1
˙2
(A4c)
Refolding
F˙, f	

RT
xE
1
1  ln˙  ln   ln 
R 
  ln1 f	

(A5)
The maximum refolding strain rate (at which the chain goes slack, F  0),
is
ln˙max 
 	 ln 
R	 ln1 f		 ln  (A6)
for arbitrary f, or
ln˙max 
 	 ln 
R ln
G

. (A6a)
Subject to condition A6,
Ff1 , f2 	
RT
xE
1
1  ln
1 f1
1 f2
, (A5a)
subject to A6a,
F˙	
RT
xE
1
1  ln˙ 	 ln G  ln 
R 
 , (A5b)
and thus
F˙1, ˙2	
RT
xE
1
1  ln
˙1
˙2
. (A5c)
Unfolding–Refolding
F˙,12	

RT
xE

  1 ln˙ln G  
  ln 
R (A7)
Maximum strain rate for equilibrium
ln˙th ln 
R	



 ln
G

. (A8)
If a diagram of F versus ln(˙) is extended beyond the
physical regime, i.e., below ˙th, down to F  0, this purely
hypothetical ˙0 fulfills
ln ˙0 ln 
R ln
G

. (A9)
The formulae given are by no means totally independent, so
it is not possible, e.g., to calculate from ˙th, via Eq. A4b,
F(˙th), which is equal to Feq and thus derive V0 in an
independent way. This would be a circle because the con-
dition F(˙th)  Feq is an implicit definition of ˙th.
This work is dedicated to Prof. H.-P. Stu¨we, who taught me the merits of
simple models.
The author is indebted to Dr. Udo Seifert, from the Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r
Kolloid- und Grenzfla¨chen forschung, Potsdam-Golm, Germany for point-
ing out the importance of Bell’s work, and to Dr. Th. Scho¨berl for a critical
reading of the manuscript.
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